How to fill the City of Santa Barbara's
Private Sewer Lateral Inspection Report Form?

Residential,
commercial/
industrial, or a
condo (3 or more
family units).

Person or company that
hired you.

Number and street of
the property.

Phone number of the
person or company
that hired you.
Mailing address
where the property
owner is reached.

Date and time when
the inspection was
made, direction of
the camera, and
total absolute length
of the sewer lateral.

Information about
the company
performing the
inspection.
Sewer lateral details.

Was this a permit
driven SLIP case?

Unique identifier for
the sewer lateral.
Feel free to ask the
SLIP Team about it.

Yes or no
questions that
requires inspection
of property and
surroundings.

Briefly describe
method used to
determine if there are
outside or rainwater
drains connected to
sewer lateral.

Name of the person
that performed the
inspection.
Signature and date
of the person that
performed the
inspection, and
license number of
the company.
Signature in this document means all
questions has been answered truthfully.

Observation codes for
you to use in the next
section. For R "roots"
you need to specify
percentage.
Write any remarks or
a more detailed
observation that it is
not explicit in the
observation code.

For each observation,
write the distance it
was found. Remember
to "zero" out your
counter at the point
where the sewer
lateral starts.

For each observation
that you detect in the
sewer lateral, you
must select an
observation code.

A brief description of
the worked
performed.

Drawing or sketch of the property that the sewer lateral serves,
path of the sewer lateral, the location of its connection to the
City's main sewer line, and surroundings of property. Remember
to show dimensions along the sewer lateral's path, and name the
streets to have a general idea the location.

For any questions call the SLIP Hotline at
(805) 568 - 1032 / (805) 568 - 1086 or e-mail us to SLIP@SantaBarbaraCA.gov

